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Abstract: In the field of pavement engineering, the determination of the mechanical characteristics 

is one of the essential process for reliable material design and highway sustainability. Early 

determination of mechanical characteristics of pavement is highly essential for road and highway 

construction and maintenance. Tensile strength (TS), compressive strength (CS) and flexural 

strength (FS) of roller compacted concrete pavement (RCCP) are very crucial characteristics as they 

are necessitated for many data from mixture proportions as input variables. In this research, the 

classification-based regression models named Random Forest (RF), M5rule model tree (M5rule), 

M5prime model tree (M5p) and Chi-square Automatic Interaction Detection (CHAID) are 

developed for simulation of the mechanical characteristics of RCCP. A comprehensive and reliable 

dataset comprising 621, 326 and 290 data records for CS, TS and FS experimental cases extracted 

from several open sources over the literature. The mechanical properties are developed based on 

influential inputs combination that processed using Principle Component Analysis (PCA). The 

applied PCA method as feature selection is specified that volumetric/weighted content forms of 

experimental variables (e.g., coarse aggregate, fine aggregate, supplementary cementitious 

materials, water and binder) and specimens’ age are the most effective inputs to generate the better 

performances. Several statistical metrics are measured to evaluate proposed classification-based 

regression models. RF model revealed an optimistic classification capacity of the CS, TS and FS 

prediction of the RCCP in comparison with the CHAID, M5rule, and M5p models. The research is 

extended for the results verification using Monte-carlo model for the uncertainty and sensitivity of 

variables importance analysis. Overall, the proposed methodology indicated a reliable soft 

computing model that can be implemented for the material engineering construction and design. 

Keywords: Roller compacted concrete pavement; Classification-regression models; Feature 

selection; Mechanical properties; Monte-Carlo uncertainty 
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1. Introduction 

In this technologically advanced world, along with the advances in various scientific fields, the 

concrete industry has also grown, and such advances have resulted in the production of roller-

compacted concrete pavement (RCCP). In recent years, the construction and maintenance of road 

pavements has become an important challenge [1, 2]. The high cost of producing bituminous 

pavement and the quantity of petroleum contaminants of environment necessitate the use of 

alternative technologies in the road problems [3]. The lower cement paste content and higher 

aggregate volume in RCCP have led to its low consistency, which results in the longer durability of 

RCCP than bituminous asphalt. Also, higher temperature rise resistance, lower water absorption, 

better compressive strength and less deformation under loads in the long run are other advantages 

of RCCP. In the cold regions, RCCP is also resistant to frost cycles when facing possible damages [4]. 

In addition, due to the impermeability of the constituent materials, it acts as an environmentally 

friendly pavement and presents no problem in the used regions. The use of pozzolanic materials to 

ensure sufficient compaction in the mixtures with standard fine-grained aggregates in the production 

of RCCP has also attracted the interest due to lower production costs than cement and improved 

strength properties [5, 6]. Therefore, this study explores the RCCP mixtures containing pozzolan. 

Pozzolans are well mixed with the gels produced in the concrete and increases the concrete hydration, 

thereby increases the density of produced concrete and enhances the chemical and mechanical 

properties of RCCP. 

The important mechanical characteristics of concrete are highly influenced by the concrete mix design 

[7]. The parameters such as cement content, water-to-cement ratio, cement substitutes, and so on 

affect the mechanical properties of concrete, which makes it difficult to predict the mechanical 

properties of concrete due to the presence of numerous parameters. In the mix design methods, the 

cost of production is tried to be reduced. It is time consuming and costly to use the regulation 

methods for the calculation of the mix design and it is necessary to comply with the conditions and 

assumptions of the regulations for all constituent materials of concrete [8-10]. Therefore, different 

researchers have presented valuable models using the different mathematical techniques to estimate 

the concrete behavior, which have mainly been based on linear and nonlinear regressions. Nowadays, 

methods based on Machine Learning (ML) have been successfully used in this field and these models 

have generally stemmed from laboratory experiments and analyses. 

Up to date, various ML techniques that have been focused to simulate the mechanical characteristics 

of concretes including Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) [11], Genetic Expression 

Programming (GEP) [12], Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [13], Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference 

Systems (ANFIS) [14] and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [15]. For instance, Ashrafian et al. 

developed an evolutionary method based on MARS integrated water cycle algorithm to propose non-

linear relationship between mixture components and compressive strength of foamed cellular 

lightweight concrete [16].  Hardened strength estimation of recycled aggregate concrete using 

traditional ANN system was considered in deng et al. study [17]. Sun et al. proposed extended SVM 

model to estimate permeability coefficient and unconfined compressive strength [18]. Shahmansouri 

et al. applied GEP method to simulate hardened characteristics and electrical resistivity of zeolite 

based eco-friendly concrete [19]. Feng et al. implemented intelligent ML method named an adaptive 

boosting approach for estimating the compressive strength of concrete [20]. Iqbal et al. focused on 

comprehensive data to present simple and robust model to formulate mechanical characteristics of 

green concrete using GEP approach [21]. Asteris et al. used data driven methods for hardened 

properties of self-compacting concrete prediction as surrogate models [22].  

Although, aforementioned ML methods provide reliable and robust tools for concrete properties 

modeling, they are complex and computationally costly during the learning phase. As such, 

classification-based regression methods as extended ensemble ML tools has the attractive concept of 

few setting parameters for developing of models and robust resistance to overfitting [23]. They have 
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become increasingly implemented for regression challenges because they are relatively simple, 

straightforward, flexible and have relatively low-cost computational process [24]. In this case, 

Behnood et al. formulated mechanical properties of poplar concretes based on tree method [25, 26]. 

Han et al. proposed improved RF model to simulate CS of high-performance concrete.[27]. Mohamed 

used the RF technique to approximate hardened properties of sustainable concrete [28]. Ashrafian et 

al. evaluated tree-based heuristic regression model named M5p model tree to predict properties of 

fiber reinforced concrete [29]. Gholampour et al. [25] applied M5 model tree to estimate the 

mechanical properties of coarse recycled aggregate concrete and reported the influential predictor 

variables [30]. 

The main goals of this study are considered: (1) development and evaluation of nonlinear decision 

tree-based classification methods including model tree M5rule (M5rule), Chi-square Automatic 

Interaction Detector (CHAID), RF and M5p to simulate mechanical characteristics of RCCP (e.g., CS, 

TS and FS). (2) improvement of proposed regression-based models using optimized technique named 

principal component analysis (PCA) for selection of better contribution of the predictor variables, (3) 

comparison of proposed performances and integration of the advantages of the decision tree-based 

classification methods to build and evaluate proposed models. 4) Another focus of this attempt was 

to present new ensemble-based method named CHAID for mechanical characteristics estimation of 

RCCP for the first time in concrete technology prediction that could potentially lead to enhance 

estimation capability. 

This research is organized into four different sections. In the present study, an introduction that 

describe research significant and literature review (Section 1) followed by Section 2 which propose a 

materials and methods for RCCP background, experimental dataset and describes the details of the 

investigated methods. We then present modeling process, training and testing phase and comparison 

of developed models in Section 3. Finally, section 4 summarizing the research findings. 

 2. Materials and Methods  

2.1. Theoretical background and data description 

Proper blends designing is challenging problem in producing a high-quality concrete mixture [31]. 

There are a number of proportions that should be attentional to design RCCP blends and they consisting 

of mechanical characteristics, economical benefit and project constructability [32]. Among of types of 

concrete, RCCP has become very conventional due to the fact that it is a simple production and it can be 

located fast while producing a great surface. RCCP blends incorporating a fewer cement weight (110-120 

kg/m3), utilized natural aggregate of concreting quality, and has been specified by the American Concrete 

Institute (ACI) standard 325-10R-95 as concrete incorporating fewer water, cement and supplementary 

cementitious material in comprising of ordinary concrete [33].   

The comprehensive and integrate dataset is utilized for the building up of reliable and adoptable 

simulation models based on ML techniques. Hence, database was compiled from the open-source 

researches available in literature [34-55]. Among this database, the models of mechanical characteristics 

of RCCP were developed using 621, 326 and 290 data records for CS, TS and FS of RCCP, respectively, at 

ages 1, 3, 7, 28, 90 and 180 days. The gathered datasets containing information about mixture 

components of RCCP in different inputs combinations. For the ML techniques, the originally collected 

experimental data is randomized and categorized into two phases. The training (calibration) phase is 

implemented for learning procedure and constructed the model for CS, TS and FS properties. The testing 

(validation) phase is performed to evaluate the capability criteria of the presented RCCP characteristics 

models. For the development of the proposed methods, 75% of the data (466, 245 and 218 data records) 

for CS, TS and FS respectively, were prepared for the training phase while the remainder (155, 81 and 
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72data records) were used for testing phase of the classification-based regression methods. A schematic 

work flow for the simulation procedure of mechanical characteristics using ML-based models is 

presented in Fig. 1 

 

Fig. 1: Work flow for the procedure of this study. 

2.2. Random forests, RF 

Breiman [56] proposed the RF which is a nonparametric and classification-based regression 

methods [57, 58]. Instead of parametric models, many easy-to-interpret decision trees are incorporated 

in RF model. By integration of the decision tree models results a more comprehensive estimation 

technique could be attained. The proper objective of the research is estimation of the mechanical 

properties of RCCP through just discussing the regression approach. The steps of training performance 

in RF are as following [56-58].  

(a) Based on dataset draw an instance which is chosen randomly with substitution. 
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(b) Using the bootstrap instance evolve a tree with these modifications: per each node select the best 

randomized subset is selected of m try descriptors (i.e. the number of predictors tried per each 

node). M try here has the role of a tuning parameter in the RF algorithm. The tree is generated to its 

maximum size without pruning it.  

(c) stage (b) is iterated till the user-manual numbers of trees (ntree) are grown that are on the basis of 

the bootstrap instance of observations. The final prediction values are determined by combining all 

individual trees outcomes [56]. After growing the K trees {Tk(x)}, the regression explanatory 

variables in RF is stated by the following formula: 

𝑓(𝑥) =  [∑ 𝑇𝑘(𝑥)𝐾
𝐾=1 ]/𝐾.                                   (1)        

A new training set per each constructed RF regression tree is derived by replacing from the original 

calibrating phase. Thus, after constructing a regression tree at each time, through application of 

randomized training sample, the out-of-bag instance is utilized for validating its precision [56]. 

𝐺𝐼(𝑡𝑋(𝑥𝑖) = 1 − ∑ 𝑓(𝑡𝑋(𝑥𝑖),𝑗)
2𝑚

𝑗=1                     (2) 

The validation features improve the robustness of random forests which is due to the use of 

independent test data. Also, random forests algorithm is a feasible method for classification and 

regression purposes and has many engineering applications such as forecasting the concrete properties 

[58]. 

2.3. M5 Rule model tree, M5rule 

The complex or hidden information in a dataset can be explored using the IF-THEN rules-based 

M5rule model tree which is a commonly used model in machine learning for classification and regression 

tasks [59]. The M5rule model can create a single classification tree through repeated data splitting into 

groups while ensuring the uniformity in the output and applying some decision rules that are applicable 

to specific explanatory parameters [60]. The uniformity of the output can be estimated as the residual 

sum of the squares. The first stage involves the selection of the input variable for node splitting that 

ensures the maximum uniformity of the resulting child nodes from the original parent nodes. Then, the 

nest step is the section of the other input variables as the child nodes [61]. Having constructed the optimal 

regression tree, the next thing is to prune the tree to prevent over-fitting and for this purpose, a cross-

validation process is applied for the selection of the model with the least prediction error.   

2.4. M5 prime Model tree, M5p 

M5p model, which is based on linear regressions and decision trees, was first developed in 1992. A binary 

decision tree consists of the primary terminal node with extra leaf nodes, which provide a connection 

between input (independent) and output (dependent) parameters [62]. It is essential to bear in mind 

that decision trees are generally applied for categorical type data while it is appropriate for quantitative 

type data [63]. M5p model can be summarized in two main steps as follows: step a) splitting input data 

to create a decision tree; it is reached when defining the standard deviation of each subset to find an 

appropriate primary node (parent node). Because of this step(splitting), the sd of child note would be 

smaller than the parent node.    

 Step b) testing each node in the decision tree to diminish the error. The standard deviation is calculated 

as:  

𝑆𝐷𝑅 = 𝑠𝑑 (𝑇) − ∑
|𝑇𝑗|

|𝑇|
𝑠𝑑 (𝑇𝑗)                              (3) 
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Where sd represents the standard deviation, T is a set of examples that reach the primary node, Tj 

represents the subset of patterns that possess the jth outcome of the potential set.  

Thus, as stated above, based on different processes of splitting input data, the most probable error 

reducing node would be chosen. For the over-fitting problem in decision trees, pruning techniques were 

used for omitting sub-trees. This pruning technique is based on methods of linear regression functions.  

One of the strengths of this model over the M5rule model is its efficiency in learning and treating 

problems with high complexity. One of the features of this model is that its regression functions do not 

have many variables. The M5p model has widespread applications in engineering, medical and 

agricultural disciplines 

2.5. Chi-square automatic interaction detector, CHAID 

This CHAID model was first introduced by Kass for use in qualitative and classified quantitative 

variables [65]. As a modeling approach, this algorithm is suitable for establishing the relationship 

between a dependent parameter and several independent parameters. The CHAID model is mainly 

characterized by the following: (1) finding the influential parameters in the final result by applying chi-

square test of independence; (2) useful in the combination of the effective variable groups [66]. This 

implies that CHAID employs Chi-squared independence test to examine the significance of independent 

parameters within a classification in comparison to the dependent parameters [67].  The Chi-square 

statistic is expressed as follows: 

𝑋2 = ∑
(𝑂𝑖𝑗−𝐸𝑖𝑗)

2

𝐸𝑖𝑗
                              (4) 

  where Oij is the observed value while Eij is the predicted value. There are 3 stages in the CHAID 

model; these are merging, splitting, & stopping. The merging phase involves the application of the Chi-

square test to test the significance of each independent parameter. Each pair of dependent & independent 

parameters, as well as the probable tables are subjected to this test. For the splitting stage, it initiates 

with the comparison of the calculated p-values of each independent parameter with the independent 

parameters that have the least P-value, followed by their selection as the node separator. in situations 

where no variable has a significant P-value, there will be no splitting stage and the final node will be 

accounted as the node that precedes no branching [68]. The last stage (the stopping stage) begins with a 

repeat of the combination and analysis stages of all subsets. The process is terminated after all the 

subsets have been analyzed [66].     

The formation of different parts in the CHAID model is represented by a classification tree diagram, 

where each dependent parameter is represented by a root while the independent parameters are 

associated with significant P-values and are directly related with the root [69]. The weakness of this 

algorithm is that it cannot generate the best feasible divisions from the current parameters. More 

information on CHAID has been provided by [65-68]. 

2.6. Principal component analysis, PCA 

Issues such as high dimensional input space, variables correlation, insufficient training samples can 

create problems in the learning process and the conditions might become worse when we want spatially 

interpolate values for various locations within a city but with few observation points [70]. So, it becomes 

inevitable to implement dimension reduction methods to reduce the number of many correlated variable 

into the uncorrelated ones. Through application of PCA, while maintaining the highest variation and 

dispersion in the data, one could transform the input variables into a set of new uncorrelated variables 
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called the principal components [71, 72]. Eqs. (5) and (6) are used to provide linear transformation from 

the input space to the principal component space. Here, orthogonal linear transformation matrix is 

defined by P, Z represents the original data matrix according to which each row denotes a variable, and 

Y represents the matrix of transformed.  In this matrix each row denotes the uncorrelated principle 

components. 

𝑃𝑍 = 𝑌                      (5) 

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑃1.𝑇1

    …      𝑃1.𝑇𝑚

.

.

.
𝑃𝑚.𝑇1

    …      𝑃𝑚.𝑇𝑚

 ]
 
 
 
 
 

[
 
 
 
 
 

𝑍𝑇1(𝑥1)   …       𝑍𝑇1(𝑥𝑛)
.
.
.

𝑍𝑇𝑚(𝑥1)    …       𝑍𝑇𝑚(𝑥𝑛)
 ]

 
 
 
 
 

=  

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝑦1(𝑥1)       …      𝑦1(𝑥𝑛)

.

.

.
𝑦𝑚(𝑥1)    …      𝑦𝑚(𝑥𝑛)

 ]
 
 
 
 
 

    (6) 

The transformation matrix (P) is obtained from the eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, … , λ1) of the covariance 

matrix of the original variables, by applying PCA. The rows of this matrix represent the corresponding 

eigenvector. The eigenvectors specify the directions of the new space, and the eigenvalues specify their 

magnitude [72]. In order to find which eigenvector (s) could be removed without much affecting the 

information needed for building a subspace with lower dimensions, we should inspect their 

corresponding eigenvalues. Those eigenvectors which have smaller corresponding eigenvalues are those 

that have lower information on the data distribution and can be removed.  

2.7. Statistical criteria 

In the present research the following performance metrics (Eqs. 7-10) were applied which are:  

The correlation coefficient (R), Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Ratio of 

RMSE to standard deviation (RSD), [21,57–59]: 

𝑅 =
∑ (𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝̅̅ ̅̅ ̅). (𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 − 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)𝑁

𝑖=1

√∑ (𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)2 ∑ (𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 − 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)
2𝑁

𝑖=1
𝑁
𝑖=1

   
(7) 

𝑁𝑆𝐸 = 1 −
∑ (𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 − 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝)

2𝑁
𝑖=1

∑ (𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)
2𝑁

𝑖=1

 

(8) 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
1

𝑁
∑ (𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 − 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝)

2𝑁

𝑖=1
 

(9) 

𝑅𝑆𝐷 =
𝑅𝑆𝑀𝐸

∑ (𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)𝑁
𝑖=1

 
(10) 

 In the above equations 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝  and 𝑡pre denote the experimental and predicted target variable values, 

respectively. 𝑡exp̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  and 𝑡pre̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  are the mean of experimental and predicted target variable values, 

respectively. Also, N denotes the total number of data. The R index which is in the range of (0,1) (with 

R=1 as the ideal value) shows the selected predictors suitability in predicting the target variable. NSE 

with the range of (-∞, 1) and ideal value equal to unity is used for assessing the capability of proposed 

methods. Therefore, a value equal to unity shows perfect fitting between the actual and measured target 

values ad a negative value means bad performance of the model with respect to the arithmetic mean of 

used models. RMSE and RSD with the range of (0, +∞) and ideal value of zero are used to assess the 

accuracy.  
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3. Application results and discussion 

3.1. Selection of the input variables using PCA technique 

In this paper, to propagate the most effective combination of inputs for the simulation matrix of the 

mechanical characteristics, Principal Components Analysis (PCA) based on dimensionality reduction was 

performed. The predictor variables affecting mechanical characteristics of RCCP in different ages are 

described as bellow: 

 𝑓𝑐 = 𝑓(𝐶𝐴, 𝐹𝐴, 𝐶, 𝑆𝐶𝑀, 𝐵,𝑊,
𝑊

𝐶
,
𝑊

𝐵
,
𝑆𝐶𝑀

𝐵
,
𝐶𝐴

𝐹𝐴
) (11) 

where CA (Kg/m3) , FA (Kg/m3), C (Kg/m3), SCM (Kg/m3), B (Kg/m3), W (Kg/m3), W/C, W/B, SCM/B 

and CA/FA are the coarse aggregate content, fine aggregate content, cement content, supplementary 

cementitious material content, binder content, water content, ratio of water to cement, ratio of water to 

binder, ratio of supplementary cementitious material to binder and ratio of coarse to fine aggregate, 

respectively. Table 1 reported the results of analysis consisting the contribution of 10 inputs to 10 PCs, 

the explained variance (EV) of each PCm, and the cumulative sum (CS) of EV. As a result. PC1 represents 

51.3% and the first 4 PCs deals 99.1% of total variance. The higher EV, the more dimension of the best 

combination of inputs is manifested. The PCA as dimension-reduction tool pre-processed dataset and 

determined most influential contribution of model’s development. 

Table 1: Principal component analysis results to select optimal inputs combination. 

Variable PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC8 PC9 PC10 

CA 0.262 -0.942 0.187 0.086 -0.028 -0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 

FA -0.959 -0.244 0.054 0.113 -0.065 -0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000 

C 0.011 0.168 0.777 0.151 0.108 0.007 0.003 0.000 0.001 

W/B 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.001 0.000 0.007 -0.113 -0.993 0.019 

SCM 0.046 -0.043 -0.546 0.600 0.069 0.004 -0.002 0.000 -0.002 

W 0.072 0.082 0.081 0.187 -0.971 -0.056 -0.003 0.000 0.001 

B 0.057 0.125 0.231 0.750 0.178 0.011 0.001 -0.001 -0.001 

W/C 0.000 0.000 -0.003 0.001 -0.004 0.001 0.986 -0.115 -0.117 

SCM/B 0.000 0.000 -0.002 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.118 0.006 0.993 

CA/FA -0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.058 0.998 0.000 0.007 0.000 

EV 0.513 0.326 0.098 0.054 0.008 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

CS 0.513 0.839 0.937 0.991 1 1 1 1 1 

 

The influential combination of mixture proportions is introduced using Eq. (11) by PCA technique 

where presented in Table 1. It specified that consist of five predictors were adequate to prepare the 

higher explained variances. Table 1 presented the values of PCs and their variances of inputs. According 

to Table 1, it can be seen volumetric and weighted form of experimental variables that CA, FA, SCM, W, B 

based on PC1 are the most effective independent predictors variables that affecting on dependent 

outputs. Therefore, this combination of simulation variables along with age of specimens (AS) is used to 

construct proposed models to predict the mechanical characteristic of the concrete. The descriptive 

measures of the best combination of inputs for simulation of the mechanical characteristics of RCCP are 

presented in Table 2. Also, the correlation coefficients of selected independent variables for development 
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of proposed models have been captured on heatmap plot presented in Fig. 2. According to the matrix, 

there are not significant relationships between the developed matrixes of CS, TS and FS. 

Table 2: Statistical measures of independent and dependent variables for CS, TS, and FS properties 

Variables Mean 
Standard 

deviation 
Median Kurtosis Skewness Minimum Maximum 

CA 1014.9 184.2 1095 -0.68 -0.62 585 1325 

FA 855.87 225.7 807 -0.13 -0.22 272.5 1263 

SCM 86.26 72.23 90 -0.7 0.44 0 272.5 

W 129.29 39.57 117 7.5 2.26 78 336.25 

B 311.6 66.44 295 8.34 2.12 200 672.5 

AS 35.54 42.55 28 2.25 1.6 1 180 

CS 33.276 16.553 31.4 -0.46 0.38 1.88 83 

TS 3.1828 1.2761 3.2 -0.25 0.08 0.14 6.4 

FS 4.498 1.864 4.55 -0.47 0.07 0.4 8.9 

 

Fig. 2: Correlation matrix of inputs and outputs; (a): CS, (b): TS, (c): FS 

3.2. RCCP mechanical characteristics estimation using classification-based regression methods  

Application of Decision Tree classification System which is based on the artificial intelligence is a 

recent method proposed for solving engineering problems. The final properties of models are recaptured 

on the basis of the network calibrating. Then the network could generalize those learned in a similar 

condition [62].  In the present study, the modelling methods included are four classification-based 

regression methods namely the RF, CHAID, M5rule, and M5prime were explored for the prediction of 

characteristics of RCCP (the four methods are classified as ML-based models).  

Definition of the matrix consisting of CA, FA, SCM, W, B and AS datasets indicated the independent 

variables, and the dependent variables, were CS, TS and FS that used in each decision tree-based 

regression models. RF, M5rule and M5p were performed using the WEKA 3.9 and CHAID was 

implemented using STATISTICA software on an AMD A-12 9700, 10 computes core 2.5 GHz computer 

system.  

To implement the RF model, the default of the Bagger algorithm was used in condition of bag size 

percent tuned at 200, the leaf number was set to eight and delta criterion set to 0.1007. It is noticeable, 

no generally mathematical formulation is utilized to fine the optimum number of trees. Commonly, a 

larger number of trees produces more precision results but increases computational cost.  

The M5tree procedure for simulation of RCCP properties was generated using a set of tuning 

parameters to initialize of proposed model. A pruning factor 4.0 and smoothing option were selected to 
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evaluate performance capability of M5 models toward proposing the mathematical linear formulations 

for RCCP. After classifying, the developed M5p consisting six input variables and three outputs was 

performed for simulation of CS, TS and FS of RCCP using 12, 18 and 3 rules. The proposed models have 

the optimum number of decision trees (linear models (LMs)) as this value achieve the lowest error in the 

training stage. These LMs (rules) on the basis of conditional sentences are illustrated in Fig. 3. 

Furthermore, Developed CS, TS and FS model are presented for AS smaller and greater than 10.5, 21 and 

17.5 respectively, as in the M5p rule. Estimated coefficients for LMs based on proposed mathematical 

linear equation of RCCP properties (i.e., CS, TS and FS) are presented in Table A1-A3 in appendix. All 

inputs were participated in the simulation of the mechanical characteristics of RCCP; they are significant 

in implementation of the developed LMs.  

 

Fig. 3: Tree diagram of proposed M5p model; (A): CS, (B): TS, (C): FS 

3.2.1. Compressive strength 

The observed and simulated compressive strength values by the RF, M5rule, M5p and CHAID models 

for RCCP are illustrated in Fig. 4. As presented in Fig. 4, based on the closer the ratio to 1 (black and 

dotted line), there were better visual agreements between the observed CS and the simulated RF than 

other tree-based models. There were significant statistical correlations between observed and simulated 

CS values for the four models under study. To comparison of the proposed tree-based model’s 

performances based on quantitative measures (i.e., NSE RSD, R and RMSE) table 3 is presented. The 

evaluation metrics over the training phase considered that RF simulated the CS with the highest precision 

(R = 0.986, NSE = 0.968 and minimum RSD = 0.561 MPa) in comparison with those resulted using other 

ensemble tree-based techniques such as CHAID (R = 0.925, NSE = 0.857 and RSD = 2.570 MPa). Moreover, 

M5rule model attained lower performance capability in terms of R (0.855), NSE (0.731), RSME (74.480 
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MPa), and RSD (5.460 MPa) versus M5p (R= 0.896, NSE= 0.797, RSME= 56.142 MPa, and RSD= 4.122 

MPa), which M5p and M5rule provides permissible criteria. 

In the testing phase, it is obvious that the CS simulated values modeled by RF indicated the best 

implementation with the highest NSE (0.931) and lowest RSD (1.181 MPa) values in comparison with 

other ML methods. Fig. 5 plotted the observed and simulated CS of RCCP and their relative error using 

tree-based techniques. it can trustworthily say that the estimated CS of RF and CHAID models were in 

robustness coherence with the observed data points. However, RF roughly could simulate extreme CS 

values. 

Table 3: Predictive performance of the proposed models for CS prediction 

Phase  Proposed models 
Performance metrics 

R NSE RMSE RSD 

Training 

RF 0.986 0.968 8.650 0.561 

M5rule 0.855 0.731 74.480 5.460 

M5p 0.896 0.797 56.142 4.122 

CHAID 0.925 0.857 39.617 2.570 

 

Testing 

RF 0.965 0.931 17.911 1.181 

M5rule 0.828 0.680 83.507 6.499 

M5p 0.889 0.774 58.878 4.507 

CHAID 0.897 0.801 51.842 3.556 

Bold text presented to the best performance 

 

Fig.  4: Scatter plots of observed and simulated CS for training (light color) and testing (dark 

color) performances of the proposed models 
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Fig.  5: Time series and residual plots of testing phase of the classification-based regression methods 

for CS estimation 

3.2.2. Tensile strength 

The performance indicators of the of the calibration and validation capability of developed tensile 

strength of RCCP using tree-based methods are reported in Table 4. According to Table 4, the RF model 

presented reliable and robustness performances in training and testing phases. The statistical 

assessment for the validation subset of the proposed RF, M5rule, M5p and CHAID techniques are (R= 

0.984, NSE = 0.955 MPa, RMSE =0.070 MPa and RSD=0.062 MPa), (R= 0.850, NSE = 0.706 MPa, RMSE 
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=0.471 MPa and RSD=0.500 MPa), (R= 0.882, NSE = 0.776 MPa, RMSE =0.358 MPa and RSD=0.328 MPa), 

(R= 0.912, NSE = 0.817 MPa, RMSE =0.293 MPa and RSD=0.255 MPa), respectively. The graphical plots 

of subsets of the presented models are scattered in Figs. 6. It can be considered that presented tree-based 

models attained the perceptibly acceptable simulation result for TS of RCCP based on data correlated 

around ideal line (1:1 line). Although a few data points developed by M5p and M5rule around the TS of 

2-5 MPa indicated some small divergence from 1:1 line, the results reported that all of the tree-based 

methods provided high accuracy to simulate of tensile strength. The time series and residual plots for 

tree-based simulation and actual TS presented in Fig. 7. It can be defined that the RF model generated 

the minimum RMSE and outperforms the M5rule, M5p and CHAID for estimation TS of RCCP. 

Table 4: Predictive performance of the proposed models for TS prediction 

Phase  Proposed models 
Performance metrics 

R NSE RMSE R 

Training 

RF 0.991 0.981 0.030 0.025 

M5rule 0.892 0.791 0.338 0.320 

M5p 0.895 0.798 0.328 0.294 

CHAID 0.975 0.951 0.078 0.024 

 

Testing 

RF 0.984 0.955 0.070 0.062 

M5rule 0.850 0.706 0.471 0.500 

M5p 0.882 0.776 0.358 0.328 

CHAID 0.912 0.817 0.293 0.255 

Bold text presented to the best performance 

 

Fig.  6: Scatter plots of observed and simulated TS for training (light color) and testing (dark color) 

performances of the proposed models 
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Fig.  7: Time series and residual plots of testing phase of the classification-based regression methods 

for TS estimation 

3.2.3. Flexural strength 

The applicability of tree-based models named RF, M5rule, M5p and CHAID was investigated for 

flexural strength of RCCP estimation. The statistical evaluation of the developed models in the simulation 

of FS considered in Table 5. In a 75-25% data splitting of this study, RF model (R= 0.988 and RSD=0.049 

MPa), (R= 0.970 and RSD=0.108 MPa), outperformed than the other ML methods in both training and 

testing stages, respectively. RF has the lowest RMSE (0.197 MPa) and highest NSE (0.939); it enhanced 
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the precision of testing phase in terms of NSE of the M5rule, M5p and CHAID by 28%, 27% and 30%, 

respectively. Fig. 8 and 9 exhibited the plots for comparisons of the actual results with those of the four 

models inspired of tree-based regression methods. It can be shown in the aforementioned figures of the 

proposed models that the RF model has the highest accuracy in the simulation of FS during the train and 

test steps. It is also evident from this plots that the RF indicated a slightly higher precision in estimation 

of the local maximum and minimum of FS values comparing other ML methods. 

 

Table 5: Predictive performance of the proposed models for FS prediction 

Phase  Proposed models 
Performance metrics 

R NSE RMSE R 

Training 

RF 0.988 0.974 0.086 0.049 

M5rule 0.937 0.878 0.416 0.234 

M5p 0.887 0.782 0.705 0.435 

CHAID 0.925 0.849 0.516 0.288 

 

Testing 

RF 0.970 0.939 0.197 0.108 

M5rule 0.853 0.673 1.068 0.689 

M5p 0.843 0.683 1.033 0.644 

CHAID 0.846 0.651 1.138 0.612 

Bold text presented to the best performance 

 

Fig.  8: Scatter plots of observed and simulated FS for training (light color) and testing (dark color) 

performances of the proposed models 
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Fig.  9: Time series and residual plots of testing phase of the classification-based regression methods 

for FS estimation 

3.3. Models validity 

External validation (EV) is used for comparison between the results of estimated and experimental 

event data. Golbraikh and Tropsha [74] have adopted the new external validation criteria to assess the 

estimation precision of the models according to the performance of validating data. EV means assessing 

the model performance with independent samples [75].  

∑
𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠×𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒

𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒
2  𝑛

𝑖=1                 (12) 
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𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠×𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒

𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠
2                (13) 

𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠and 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒represent the experimental and estimated target values, respectively. 

 

 
𝑚 = (𝑅2 − 𝑅0

2) / R2           < 0.1
                           

(14) 

𝑛 = (𝑅2 − 𝑅0
′2) / R2

            < 0.1                           
(15) 

Furthermore, Roy and Roy used Rm (calculated by Eq.34) which is a stabilization criterion for 

external predictability of the models [76]. They found that an Rm value less than 0.5 shows an appropriate 

situation 

𝑅𝑚 = 𝑅2 × (1 − √|𝑅2 − 𝑅0
2|) > 0.5

                 (16)    

The determination coefficients passing through the source between the estimated and experimental 

values (R0
2  ) and conversely ( R0

′2)  are derived using the following equations: 

 

 𝑅0
2 = 1 − ∑ 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒

2 (1 − 𝑘)2/∑ 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 − 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ )2𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
𝑖=1        (17)        

𝑅0
′2 = 1 − ∑ 𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠

2 (1 − 𝑘′)2/∑ (𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝑡�̅�𝑏𝑠 )
2𝑛

𝑖=1
𝑛
𝑖=1       (18) 

 

 

The validation indicator and the related performance of CS, TS and FS prediction obtained by various 

models are presented in Table 6. According to this table, the RF models for CS, TS and FS which yielded 

Rm=0.691, Rm=0.834 and Rm=0716 values satisfy the conditions with best validation with respect to 

other used approaches such as CHAID, M5tree and CART models.  In addition, the CART and M5tree 

values for CS (Rm =0.187), TS (Rm =0.195) and FS were less than the required value for Rm (Rm >0.5). 

Thus, it is seen that RF shows highest validity for predicting mechanical characteristics of RCCP and the 

computed correlations had not been accidentally. 

Table 6: statistical measures of EV for all proposed models 

Model K K' m n Rm 

CS 

RF 0.995 0.990 -0.071 -0.071 0.691 

M5rule 0.978 0.955 -0.452 -0.444 0.303 

M5p 0.971 0.984 -0.254 -0.261 0.436 

CHAID 0.986 0.983 -0.238 -0.240 0.552 

TS 

RF 1.035 0.961 -0.020 -0.019 0.834 

M5rule 1.038 0.927 -0.358 -0.328 0.354 

M5p 1.014 0.956 -0.282 -0.266 0.413 

CHAID 1.044 0.936 -0.181 -0.164 0.508 

FS 

RF 0.984 1.006 -0.060 -0.061 0.716 

M5rule 0.914 1.043 -0.278 -0.356 0.400 

M5p 0.934 1.018 -0.355 -0.402 0.353 

CHAID 0.910 1.043 -0.324 -0.380 0.370 
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Monte-Carlo Simulation (MCS) based uncertainty analysis is used for determining the randomness 

of model uncertainty. This method was first used by Ulam and Neman [77] in military projects for 

simulation of the probabilistic events. It is well known that CS, TS and FS contains various uncertainties 

such as uncertainty of input variables, uncertainty of model parameter, etc.  

For this purpose, an investigation of quantitative uncertainty associated with outputs prediction rate 

(E) is performed using RF, M5rule, M5p and CHAID models. The MCS is performed for CS, TS and FS values. 

The individual error of prediction is calculated for all the datasets (Eq. 19). Equations 20 and 21 are 

utilized for calculation of the mean (�̅�) and standard deviation (𝑆𝑒)of the estimation error, respectively 

[76]: 

𝑒𝑖 = log10(𝑡
𝑝𝑟𝑒

𝑖) − log10(𝑡
𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑖) (19) 

�̅� = ∑𝑒𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

(20) 

𝑆𝑒 = √∑(
(𝑒𝑖 − �̅�)2

𝑛 − 1
)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

(21) 

In the above equations n is the dataset length, 𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 and 𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠denote the estimated and experimental 

target values, respectively. A positive mean prediction denotes an overestimated prediction of targets 

value and a negative one denotes an underestimated value of target variable compared to the observed 

values. Thus, a confidence band could be drawn around the predicted error value through application of 

Wilson score approach [78].  Furthermore, ±1.96 𝑆𝑒  yields 95% confidence band around predicted Pi 

as follows: 

 {𝑃𝑖 × 10−�̅�−𝟏.𝟗𝟔𝑺𝒆 , 𝑃𝑖 × 10−�̅�+𝟏.𝟗𝟔𝑺𝒆} (22) 

The outputs of this analysis such as the uncertainty band width and Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) 

are given in Table 7. According to this table, the positive mean prediction error indicates that the 

predicted values calculated by all these methods are higher than the experimental values. Also, it is seen 

that RF and CHAID methods for CS yielded the minimum (33.065% and 33.240) bandwidth uncertainties, 

respectively. Moreover, in other developed models, RF had lowest uncertainty and satisfied bandwidth 

criteria. 

Table 7: Uncertainty quantification for all classification models 

Model �̅� Se Median MAD Uncertainty (%) 

CS 

RF 0.174 8.765 34.181 11.302 33.065 

M5rule -0.017 3.313 32.539 12.530 38.509 

M5p 0.221 6.533 33.789 12.374 36.622 

CHAID 0.499 7.527 33.724 11.210 33.240 

TS 

RF 0.004 0.004 3.168 0.836 26.393 

M5rule -0.038 0.361 3.091 0.973 31.507 

M5p -0.012 0.201 3.108 0.943 30.346 

CHAID 0.048 0.578 3.116 0.883 28.348 

FS 

RF -0.026 0.905 4.586 1.377 30.026 

M5rule 0.104 0.754 4.568 1.428 31.275 

M5p 0.008 0.338 4.563 1.455 31.896 

CHAID 0.188 0.798 4.806 1.447 30.119 
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3.4. Sensitivity analysis and variable importance 

Sensitivity analysis (SA) of variables is a technique used to determine how different values of 

predictor variables will affected on output variable. For each independent variable, the SA% is as 

following [53]:  

𝐿𝑖 = 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑥𝑖) − 𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑥𝑖)      (23) 

𝑆𝐴𝑖 =
𝐿𝑖

∑ 𝐿𝑖
𝑀
𝑗=1

× 100                (24) 

where 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥  and 𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛  = maximum and minimum of the estimated target over the ith input domain, 

where other independent variable values are equal to their average values. The result of variable 

importance for the simulation of mechanical characteristics of RCCP is indicated in Fig. 10 based of 

RF model (best model). These figures presented that the most effective variable in CS, TS and FS of 

RCCP is the fine aggregate content.  

 

Fig. 10: Sensitivity analysis of variable importance 

4. Conclusions 

In this research, classification-based regression methods based on RF, M5rule, M5p and CHAID were 

applied as a ML tools to propose new predictive models of the mechanical characteristics of RCCP. 

The models were constructed using comprehensive datasets of RCCP design codes. According to 

results of this research, the following point of view can be outlined: 

• Developing RF, M5rule, M5p and CHAID revealed that the CS, TS and FS of RCCP are mainly 

related to six inputs including CA, FA, SCM, W, B and AS that selected based on PCA technique. 

• Presented CS, TS and FS models indicate that the RF method presented more precision 

simulation in comprising with the other three tree-based techniques, with respect to R, NSE, RMSE 

and RSD measures for training and testing phase.  

• The proposed RF and CHAID models as novel ML method confirmed all of the required 

criterion of the external validation statistical condition, which satisfy their validity.  

• The Monte-Carlo uncertainty investigation for implemented tree-based methods was carried 

out. The robustness of the proposed ML methods was verified in this paper. Moreover, sensitivity 

analysis of variable importance considered the highest importance of predictors factor influenced 

on the mechanical characteristics of RCCP to be the fine aggregate content. 
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Appendix A 

Table A1: Inputs coefficient of developed M5p for CS formulation 

Linea

r 

Model 

Coefficient 

CA FA SCM W B AS X 

LM1 0.000 0.005 - 0.043 - 0.067 0.113 1.543 - 11.878 

LM2 0.010 0.002 - 0.039 - 0.078 0.082 1.681 - 8.495 

LM3 0.010 0.002 - 0.042 - 0.078 0.082 1.6815 - 7.7941 

LM4 0.010 - 0.001 - 0.024 - 0.084 0.0819 0.7478 - 2.6946 

LM5 0.005 - 0.013 - 0.048 - 0.220 0.265 1.068 - 23.049 

LM6 0.112 - 0.023 - 0.081 - 0.149 0.148 1.317 - 68.118 

LM7 -0.016 0.001 - 0.072 - 0.100 0.251 0.104 - 4.059 

LM8 0.002 - 0.004 - 0.003 0.345 0.066 0.059 - 15.986 

LM9 0.002 - 0.004 - 0.003 0.293 0.066 0.058 - 5.490 

LM10 0.007 - 0.006 - 0.003 0.055 0.086 0.114 16.015 

LM11 0.009 - 31.824 - 0.003 0.055 0.086 0.074 36.545 

LM12 -0.012 - 0.0003 0.049 - 0.236 0.083 0.116 50.6158 

X denoted the M5p intercept coefficient in LM  

Table A2: Inputs coefficient of developed M5p for TS formulation 

Linear 

Model 

Coefficient 

CA FA SCM W B AS X 

LM1 -0.004 0.0005 - 0.002 - 0.002 - 0.029 0.213 7.607 

LM2 0.001 0.0003 - 0.006 - 0.0008 0.002 0.015 0.004 

LM3 0.0004 0.0003 0.003 0.0003 0.002 0.174 - 0.0899 

LM4 0.000 - 0.006 - 0.004 - 0.003 0.003 0.125 9.550 

LM5 0.000 - 0.008 - 0.007 - 0.003 0.003 0.107 12.874 

LM6 -0.0001 0.000 - 0.003 - 0.016 0.004 0.002 3.923 

LM7 -0.0002 0.000 - 0.004 - 0.010 0.005 0.002 2.984 

LM8 0.0001 - 0.001 - 0.003 - 0.016 0.004 0.002 5.166 

LM9 -0.0005 0.000 - 0.004 - 0.011  0.004 0.002 4.006 

LM10 -0.0005 0.000 - 0.004 - 0.011 0.004 0.002 3.982 

LM11 -0.0004 0.000 - 0.004 - 0.011 0.004 0.001 3.902 

LM12 0.0004 - 0.0003 - 0.002 - 0.002 0.003 0.004 2.258 

LM13 0.001 0.001 0.0009 0.011 0.006 0.005 - 1.933 

LM14 0.001 0.001 0.0009 0.002 0.006 0.010 - 1.058 

LM15 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.007 0.003 - 1.188 

LM16 0.001 0.0004 0.001 0.0005 0.004 0.004 1.367 

LM17 0.001 0.0006 - 0.001 0.0005 0.004 0.003 1.295 

LM18 0.001 0.0006 - 0.001 0.0005 0.004 0.003 1.195 

X denoted the M5p intercept coefficient in LM  
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Table A3: Inputs coefficient of developed M5p for FS formulation 

Linea

r 

Model 

Coefficient 

CA FA SCM W B AS X 

LM1 0.001 0.0001 - 0.009 - 0.003 0.011 0.283 - 1.899 

LM2 0.002 0.0001 - 0.001 - 0.013 0.015 0.037 - 1.207 

LM3 0.003 0.0001 - 0.0003 - 0.0008 0.017 0.012 - 3.863 

X denoted the M5p intercept coefficient in LM  
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